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Professional Look At Net

Use Professional Look at Net to scan IP, UDP, TCP, ICMP and other networks traffic. With this app, you can do the following: Scan network and Internet: detect hosts on a LAN, find out about IPs, what ports they have open, the connected services, what traffic goes in and out of the IP. Find the TCP, UDP and ICMP ports for the selected IP: know what TCP/UDP
ports are used by the IP address in use. Analyze TCP, UDP and ICMP packets: see the traffic in HEX, ASCII code and raw data. E-mail, instant messaging and web browser functions are available when using Internet. Various ports can be scanned in one program, the program will determine all available ports from the IP scanned and print them in a table. The

program can also perform a "black hole" scan, allowing you to look for UDP and TCP ports open on a target IP. The tool scans a network or the entire Internet for open ports, enumerates ports on IPs and local network adapter IPs. A graphic user interface helps you to scan various ports. Professional Look at Net provides several features for efficient monitoring of
remote and local network resources: - Search results are presented in a table. - IP addresses of detected network devices. - Internet statistics. - The option to save the scan results to a text file. - The option to search for an IP address in an online database of open ports. The Advanced features of the software provide additional functionality: - The selection of a range of
IP addresses for a scan. - The detection of all network devices. - The detection of an Internet link in a target. - The detection of hosts in a private network. - The ability to save the results to a text file. - The option to scan a range of ports for a particular IP address. - The ability to specify the port and the transfer protocol for a packet. Professional Look at Net program

includes the following table of contents: - Installing, Uninstalling, Running. - Main window. - Usage tips. - Features: Data collectors. - Blackhole scanning. - Ping. - Data search. - Saving results to a text file. - Filtering. - Options. - Preferences. - Advanced preferences. Kaspersky Total Security 2015 - comprehensive security solution for your Windows PC Kaspers
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Keymacro is an extremely useful and flexible utility for Windows for quickly restoring the functionality of the Command-Line Interface (CLI). For those who have lost their CLI, this program can help you regain access to the Terminal window (or any other default prompt from Windows), with the simple click of a button. Keymacro contains a two-mode
functionality: a simple one that lets you enter a string of the standard character to launch a new command prompt, and a complex one that can be used to launch a command prompt with the shell parameters entered and execute commands in the new command prompt (including the starting command prompt, so you can keep using it after entering the command).

More important, there are four hotkeys that can be bound to the new command prompt (whereas the utility is running, of course): shell; source, the parameters from the.cshrc or.csh file; set; and a permanent hotkey that lets you repeat the last executed command. You can also save a previous command in a text file, to be used later. The output from executed
commands can be directed to a file, for further examination and debugging, and clear the screen output (except for text) with the click of a button. The program has a built-in help file with the installation instructions and contains a user manual, includes all the necessary fonts and encodings to run it correctly, and has a good response time and no error dialogs have
been shown in our tests. To sum up, Keymacro gives you a complete, flexible tool for recovering functionality of the Windows terminal. KNOWN ISSUES: - The program was not able to locate my.cshrc file, so it could not open any command-line parameters. - The software had a problem with the font in the Help file; I had to replace it. - After having entered the

hotkeys, I didn't get any character on the command line window. - The program didn't allow my text to have any colors, neither bold nor italic; I had to change that. - When I tried to execute a command that required me to input a directory path, a message appeared and said that it couldn't find the file. I had to change the paths and retry. - I didn't have any set
command. - I couldn't find the "clear screen output" function. CHANGELOG: 06/27/14: - Updated the file 77a5ca646e
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Professional Look at Net is a comprehensive program for scanning networks, ports and packets. It is easy to install and set up. The app is wrapped in a standard interface with a well-defined layout; you can scan the network to get a list of hosts with the simple click of a button. In addition, you can view online and offline traffic, trace the route to an IP, as well as use
the Ping function. Locating the ports of a particular IP address is possible through the context menu. Furthermore, you can send a single or batch of IPv4 packets and Ethernet frames, along with a timeout interval (in batch mode). Alternatively, you can select what packets to send. The bottom part of the screen reveals packets in hexadecimal code, data in ASCII,
together with a HEX editor. Port scanning requires you to input the port range and scan method (quick or normal), while filters may be set for TCP I, TCP II, UDP, ICMP, Ethernet, IPv4 and IPv4; for example, you can capture traffic direct, multicast or broadcast, in Ethernet's case. Professional Look at Net packs a few customization options that let you make the
tool stay on top of other frames, create an icon in the system tray area, enable a virtual adapter, choose the scan mode between normal and silent, as well as switch to a different color scheme, just to name a few. The list of hosts, host information or ports scanning log can be saved to file for further analysis. The straightforward application includes a user manual, has a
good response time and finishes a scanning job rapidly. No error dialogs have been shown in our tests and the program did not hang or crash; we haven't encountered any issues. To conclude, Professional Look at Net supplies users of any skill level with powerful tools for monitoring computers via LAN. Tags: Network, System, Screenshot: More Freeware Scanning
Tunnel Web is an easy to use tool for tunneling your internet connection through another host or ISP. The tunnel can be forwarded with an HTTP, UDP or SOCKS server. After an instant connection, you can browse the web on one side and access your private network on the other. This free program is easy to use and supports multi-platforms such as Windows,
Linux and Mac OS X. Tunnel Web can even work on

What's New In?

Professional Look at Net can be used as a network scanner, monitoring, troubleshooting tool, as well as an IP address logger and IP packet analyzer. Network scanner: Professional Look at Net is a comprehensive network scanner and protocol analyzer that is able to monitor and inspect the current or previous network traffic of your computers. It is the fastest way of
discovering unknown or unauthorized computers, FTP servers, web and mail servers, gaming and internet proxies, as well as FTP clients, IRC, P2P and other applications. It is a free download from Softonic and is compatible with all Windows editions from XP to 7 and Mac OS X versions up to 10.6. Network Monitoring and Discovery Description: NetMonitor is an
easy-to-use application designed to monitor computers on your network and discover information about their hardware, software, users and OS. Description: Software called "Waterfall" gives you the ability to track all the file access on your computer, and each time a user opens a file you can see exactly what they are doing, even if they are viewing files in Explorer.
The program will display the name of the user that opened each file, when and how long the file was opened. You can also review, by date, all the files that were opened and which users have access to the files. Description: Antivirus software is at the core of your network's security, so it's important to get a reliable solution. If you are constantly being pestered by pop-
up and spam messages, or you are having performance issues, chances are your antivirus software is inefficient or outdated. Security Stronghold is designed to run efficiently, so it never puts your system at risk. You will be able to scan your network with speed and accuracy, and protect your system with a comprehensive suite of protection tools. The free-to-use
program is easy to install and use, and can be used to scan any Windows computer on your network. Description: Perfecto is a powerful tool that allows you to monitor all the processes on your computer, as well as their activities, CPU utilization and memory usage. You can read or change values like CPU usage, memory usage and process names. This allows you to
focus on the important things in your daily routine while you work, to be more productive, as you can stop being bothered by pop-up messages or system performance issues. Description: The software allows you to connect your desktop to your cable, satellite, or DSL modem. You can then download all the available channels for viewing, listening, and recording, as
well as downloading radio stations to your hard drive. Description: This is a much needed application for anyone who needs to check and monitor their websites. The application will monitor and provide links to your websites. Description: Net Monitor for Windows is a smart software solution for monitoring computers on your network. It
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows 7 or later Processor: 2.8 GHz Memory: 4 GB RAM Hard Disk: 5 GB available space Graphics: AMD Radeon R9 series DirectX: Version 10 Network: Broadband internet connection What is League of Legends? League of Legends is an online multiplayer free-to-play eSport game developed and published by Riot Games. It was originally created by
Tencent, who later sold the game to Riot Games in 2014. League
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